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We consider estimation and confidence regions for the parameters : and ; based
on the observations (X1 , Y1), ..., (Xn , Yn) in the errors-in-variables model Xi=
Zi+ei and Yi=:+;Zi+ fi for normal errors ei and fi of which the covariance
matrix is known up to a constant. We study the asymptotic performance of the
estimators defined as the maximum likelihood estimator under the assumption that
Z1 , ..., Zn is a random sample from a completely unknown distribution. These
estimators are shown to be asymptotically efficient in the semi-parametric sense if
this assumption is valid. These estimators are shown to be asymptotically normal
even in the case that Z1 , Z2 , ... are arbitrary constants satisfying a moment condi-
tion. Similarly we study the confidence regions obtained from the likelihood ratio
statistic for the mixture model and show that these are asymptotically consistent
both in the mixture case and in the case that Z1 , Z2 , ... are arbitrary constants.
 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULT
Suppose we observe independent random vectors (X1 , Y1), ..., (Xn , Yn)
satisfying the model
Xi=Zi+ei
Yi=:+;Zi+ fi .
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Here Z1 , Z2 , ... are unobservable, independent random variables with
unknown distributions ’1 , ’2 , ... independent from the unobservable, inde-
pendent zero-mean bivariate normal variables (ei , fi) having covariance
matrix _270 for a known nonsingular matrix 70 and unknown parameter
_2. By a linear transformation it can be ensured that 70 is the identity
matrix. For simplicity we assume this throughout the paper.
This formulation of this errors-in-variables model covers two versions.
In the functional model the sequence Z1 , Z2 , ... are unknown constants
zl , z2 , ... referred to as incidental parameters; this corresponds to the sub-
model obtained by assuming the distributions ’j to be degenerate. In the
structural model the sequence Z1 , Z2 , ... is assumed to be a random sample
from a fixed unknown distribution ’; then the observations (Xi , Yi) are a
sample from the mixture density
p%, #(x, y)=|
1
_
, \x&z_ +
1
_
, \y&:&;z_ + d’(z).
Here %=(:, ;), #=(_, ’) and , is the standard normal density. Since in
practice it is hard to decide which of these models is more relevant, it is
useful to treat the two models at the same time. The terminology ‘‘inciden-
tal’’ and ‘‘structural’’ is due to Neyman and Scott (1948).
In this paper we are interested in obtaining point estimators and con-
fidence regions for the regression parameter %=(:, ;), considering the
remaining parameters (_, ’1 , ’2 , ...) as nuisance parameters. As point
estimators we propose the first coordinate % of the pair (%, #) that maxi-
mizes the function
(%, #) [ `
n
i=1
p%, #(Xi , Yi) (1.1)
over all pairs (%, #) in the parameter set for the mixture version of the
model, which we take to be R2_[m, M]_H for known constants
0<m<M< and H being the set of all probability distributions on R.
In the structural version of the model this estimator is the maximum
likelihood estimator, but in the functional version it is not. We shall show
that the estimator is well-behaved in both versions of the model, provided
the average n&1 ni=1 ’j does not diverge to infinity. In fact we prove the
following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Assume that the sequence of distributions ’ n=n&1  ni=1’j
converges weakly to a distribution ’0 and satisfies  |z| 7+$ d’ n(z)=O(1) for
some $>0. Then the sequence - n(% n&%0) converges under (%0 , _0 , ’1 , ’2 , ...)
in distribution to a normal distribution with mean zero and covariance matrix
I &1%0, #0 for I %, # given by (3.1)(3.2).
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To obtain confidence regions for % we propose to invert the likelihood
ratio test for the mixture model. Thus we define
Ln(%0)=2 log
sup%, # >ni=1 p%, #(Xi , Yi)
sup# >ni=1 p%0 , #(Xi , Yi)
and take as confidence region the set of parameters % such that Ln(%) does
not exceed the upper :-quantile of the chi-squared distribution with two
degrees of freedom.
We can similarly obtain confidence sets for the slope parameter ; alone.
Define the statistics
Kn(;0)=2 log
sup%, # >ni=1 p%, #(Xi , Yi)
sup:, # >ni=1 p:, ;0 , #(Xi , Yi)
.
As a confidence set for ; take the set of all ;0 such that Kn(;0) does not
exceed the upper :-quantile of the chi-squared distribution with one degree
of freedom.
The following theorem implies that the asymptotic confidence level of
these sets is 1&:, under both versions of the model.
Theorem 1.2. Assume that the sequence of distributions ’ n=n&1 ni=1 ’j
satisfies  |z| 7+$ d’ n(z)=O(1) for some $>0. Then the sequences of statistics
Kn(;0) and Ln(%0) converge under (%0 , _0 , ’1 , ’2 , ...) in distribution to chi-
squared distributions with one and two degrees of freedom, respectively.
It is reasonable to expect that some stability condition on the sequence
’1 , ’2 , ... is necessary to obtain results of this type. The condition that the
7+$ th absolute moments of the averages remain bounded is fairly weak,
but probably more restrictive than necessary. The assumption in Theorem
1.1 that the sequence ’ n converges to a limit is not necessary, but made for
convenience. Inspection of our proofs shows that, given bounded 7+$ th
moments, the theorem is valid along every subsequence for which the
averages converge.
Estimation and setting confidence regions appears to be particularly
difficult in the incidental version of the model, since one has to deal with
an increasing number of nuisance parameters. In an important sense our
estimator of % is preferable over the usual estimator (the maximum
likelihood estimator in the incidental version of the model). In Section 6 we
show that its asymptotic variance is strictly smaller than the asymptotic
variance of the usual estimator, unless the empirical distribution of
z1 , z2 , ... approaches a normal distribution, in which case the procedures
are equivalent. The gain in efficiency depends on the limit of this empirical
distribution and is shown to range between 0 and 200 for reasonable
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‘‘desiqas.’’ In the mixture version of the model our estimator is asymptoti-
cally efficient in the semiparametric sense (cf. Begun, Huang, Hall, and
Wellner, 1983, or Bickel, Ritov, Klaassen, and Wellner, 1993). Estimators
with a limiting behaviour as our estimator are generally also thought to be
asymptotically efficient in an appropriate sense in the incidental version of
the model. However, an appropriate definition of asymptotic efficiency in
incidental models is not easy. See e.g. the discussions in Van der Vaart
(1988, Section 5.4.2), and Pfanzagl (1993). Also see Gleser and Hwang
(1987), whose results show that (uniform) finite sample confidence inter-
vals of finite expected length are possible in the incidental model only by
restricting the range of the parameter. Pfanzagl (1993, p. 1675), gives
counterexamples to show the difficulties and concludes with the advice to
‘‘scholars interested in applications to use estimator sequences which are
asymptotically efficient among all S-regular estimator sequences [i.e.,
efficient in the mixture model], but make sure that these estimator
sequences are asymptotically linear with a remainder term converging
stochastically [in the incidental model] to zero [..].’’ Theorem 1.1 and its
proof shows that the latter is true for the maximum likelihood estimator
for the mixture model.
The situation as regards testing hypotheses about % and setting con-
fidence intervals is similar. The likelihood ratio tests proposed in this paper
have a Pitman efficiency strictly bigger than one relative to the usual proce-
dures unless the empirical distribution of z1 , z2 , ... approaches a normal
distribution, in which case the relative efficiency is one. The same improve-
ment in asymptotic efficiency could be gained by using a Wald type test
based on our estimator % , but it is a general phenomenon that likelihood
ratio based tests and confidence sets have better finite sample properties,
presumably because they do not impose a-priori symmetry.
Models with incidental parameters were considered by Neyman and
Scott (1948), who drew attention to the fact that the maximum likelihood
estimators for the structural parameter (%, _) of the model, obtained by
maximizing the likelihood over all parameters (%, _, z1 , ..., zn), can be
asymptotically inconsistent. In the present model the estimator for %
obtained in this manner is consistent, but the estimator for _2 converges to
_22. The resulting estimator for % appears to be the accepted procedure in
the literature. See e.g. Kendall and Stuart (1979, Chap. 29) or Fuller (1987,
Chap. 1), and also Section 6 of this paper. Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1956)
showed that usually (in particular in our model) the maximum likelihood
estimator (% , _^, #^) in a structural (or mixture) model is consistent for the
product of Euclidean and weak topology. They give an open-ended discus-
sion of the practical relevance of the two types of models. In Section 2 we
extend their consistency result to our general version of the model: it is
shown that the distance between the maximizer (% , _^, ’^) of (1.1) and
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(%, _, ’ n) converges to zero. Thus in the case of incidental parameters our
estimator ’^ can be viewed as an estimator of the empirical distribution
n&1 ni=1 $zi of the incidental parameters. We prove asymptotic consistency
under the weak condition that the sequence n&1 ni=1 |zi |
2+$ remains
bounded for some $>0.
There is a large literature on the errors-in-variables model and its varia-
tions. Good starting points are Chapter 29 of Kendall and Stuart (1979) or
Chapter 1 of Fuller (1987). Gleser (1981) gives a detailed derivation of the
asymptotic properties of the standard estimators (in multivariate version of
the model). Anderson (1984) gives a long list of references and connections
with other problems. We review the most relevant results in Section 6 of
this paper, where we compare our procedures with the standard proce-
dures. These standard procedures are inefficient from an asymptotic point
of view. Efficient estimators for % in the mixture model were first construc-
ted by Bickel and Ritov (1987). They constructed a one-step estimator with
the efficient score function estimated by using a kernel estimator. An exten-
sion of their result to models with incidental parameters is contained in
Van der Vaart (1988a, 1988b). Since the maximum likelihood estimator
does not require appropriate tuning of smoothing parameters, it seems
preferable over these one-step estimators. In the case of a mixture model
Van der Vaart (1995) proved the asymptotic normality of the maximum
likelihood estimators % under a strong moment condition. Theorem 1.1
improves the moment condition, but, more importantly, extends his result
to the incidental version of the model. Theorem 1.2 appears to have no
precursors and the likelihood ratio procedure appears new, in particular
for incidental models.
A different version of the errors-in-variables model is obtained by assum-
ing that the covariance matrix 7 of the errors is completely unknown, but
the mixing distribution (or the limit of the sequence n&1  ’j) is not
Gaussian. Then the parameters are still identifiable (Reiersol, 1950), but
our results have no bearing on the asymptotic behaviour of their maximum
likelihood estimators. The technical reason is that the estimators for % and
_ are no longer orthogonal, so that it is necessary to consider (%, _) jointly.
However our approach can, at present, not handle _, because the efficient
score equation ((3.4) in Section 3) for _ appears to fail and we have not
been able to show that it is sufficiently small.
A negative aspect of the estimator and confidence intervals considered in
this paper is a stronger dependence on the Gaussian error structure. While
the standard procedure for estimation can be motivated by a least squares
criterion and therefore yields asymptotically normal estimators under just
moment conditions, our procedures use the fact that the variables
Xi+;(Yi&:) are sufficient for ’i , which is true for Gaussian errors, but
not in general. It may be remarked that in the literature the Gaussian
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assumption is often made and rarely contested. Furthermore, Gaussianity
is essential for the standard (exact) procedure to set confidence intervals
(cf. Section 6). In practice one will have to weigh the gain in efficiency
(which depends on ’0) against one’s belief in the normality of the errors.
See Spiegelman (1979) for a further discussion of the non-Gaussian case.
Another disadvantage of our proposal is the computational complexity,
in particular to compute the maximum likelihood estimator for the mixing
distribution. However this problem has been investigated by a number of
authors. Lindsay (1983b) has shown that for every fixed (%, _) the
likelihood is maximized with respect to ’ by a discrete distribution ’^n(%, _)
having at most n support points. Several algorithms to compute these
suppport points and the corresponding weights are reviewed in Lesperance
and Kalbfleisch (1992). Since computing the maximum likelihood
estimator for the mixing distribution in our problem is equivalent to com-
puting the maximum likelihood estimator in a normal deconvolution
problem, the convex minorant algorithm considered by Groeneboom
(1991) and Jongbloed (1995) can be used as well. The maximum likelihood
estimator (% , _^) can be calculated by maximizing the profile likelihood
(%, _) [ lik(%, _, ’^n(%, _)) or, preferably, by building an updating proce-
dure for initial estimators for (%, _) into the iteration steps for computing
the mixing distribution.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we derive the consistency
of our estimator. Section 3 contains a discussion of least favorable sub-
models and an outline of the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. The proofs
of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are given in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 6 we com-
pute the relative efficiencies of our procedures and the standard procedures.
In particular we derive the asymptotic power of the likelihood ratio test on
which our confidence sets are based. Section 7 is an appendix and contains
a number of technical lemmas.
2. CONSISTENCY
Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1956, Section 4) show that the maximum
likelihood estimator (% , #^) in the mixture version of the errors-in-variables
with free covariance matrix 7 is consistent for the product of the Euclidean
topology and the weak topology (provided ’0 is not normal). Their proof
can also be applied to the mixture model with 7 known up to a constant.
At first one might expect that the resulting estimator, which is defined as
the maximum likelihood estimator for the mixture model, will behave errati-
cally in the functional version of the model. This is not true: in the functional
version of the model the estimator ’^ may be considered an estimator for the
empirical measure n&1 ni=1 $zi of the incidental parameters.
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Theorem 2.1. Assume that the sequence of distributions ’ n=n&1 ni=1 ’j
satisfies  |z| 2+$ dn n(z)=O(1) for some $>0. Then % n w
P %0 , _^0 w
P _0 and
d(’^n , ’ n) w
P 0 under (%0 , _0 , ’1 , ’2 , ...) for d a distance that generates the
weak topology.
Proof. It is clear from the form of the likelihood that (% n , _^n , ’^n) is also
the point of maximum if the parameter space for ’ is enlarged to all sub-
probability measures on R. The latter set is compact and metrizable for the
vague topology and the vague topology restricted to the set of probability
measures is identical to the weak topology. Thus it suffices to show that
d(’^n , ’ n) w
P 0 in this setting.
We adapt the proofs of Wald (1949) and Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1956),
sketching only the main steps. Assume without loss of generality that the
sequence ’ n converges weakly to a limit ’0 ; otherwise argue along sub-
sequences. Compactify the parameter set for % to R 2, defining p%, # to be
identically zero if %  R2. The parameter (%0 , #0) is identifiable in the
mixture model. This implies that
| log
p%, #
p%0 , #0
p%0 , #0 d*
2<0, every (%, #){(%0 , #0).
The densities p%, #(x, y) are uniformly bounded in %, # and (x, y). Further-
more, by Jensen’s inequality |log p%0 , #0 | is bounded up to a constant by
x2+y2+1 and p%0 , _0 , ’ n converges pointwise and in mean to p%0 , _0 , ’0 .
Apply Fatou’s lemma to see that for every mn  , Mn a & and
neighbourhoods Um decreasing to an arbitrary pair (%, #) we have
lim sup
n  
| \ sup(%$, #$) # Umn log
p%$, #$
p%0 , #0
6Mn+ p%0 , _0 , ’ n d*2<0.
Thus for every (%, #) there exists an open neighbourhood and a constant M
(both depending on (%, #)) such that
lim sup
n  
| \ sup(%$, #$) # U log
p%$, #$
p%0 , #0
6 M+ p%0 , _0 , ’ n d*2<0. (2.1)
Given an open neighhourhood V of (%0 , #0), its complement, which is com-
pact, can be covered with finitely many neighbourhoods U1 , ..., Uk attached
to some (%i , #i) in this manner. If (% n , ’^n) is not in V, then it is in one of
these neighbourhoods. It suffices to show that for every neighbourhood U
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the probability that it contains (% n , ’^n) tends to zero as n  . By the
definition of (% n , ’^n) this probability is bounded by
P%0 , _0 , ’1 , ’2 , ... \Pn log sup(%, #) # U p%, #p%0 , #0 6 M0+ .
Here the variables Ani=log sup(%, #) # U p%, # p%0 , #0(Xi , Yi) 6 M are bounded
below by M and bounded above by a multiple of X 2i +Y
2
i +1. Under the
conditions n&1 ni=1 E |Ani |=O(1) and n
&1 ni=1 E |Ani | [ |Ani |>=n]  0
for every =>0, which are implied by the moment condition on ’ n , the
averages A n satisfy the weak law of large numbers: A n&EA n  0 in prob-
ability. Since EA n is asymptotically negative by (2.1) it follows that the
probability in the preceding display converges to zero. K
For the proof of Theorem 1.2 we shall also need the consistency of the
corresponding estimators of the nuisance parameters under the null
hypotheses. Let #^00 be defined analogously to #^, but with the parameter %
fixed at the value %0 . Thus #^00 maximizes the function
# [ `
n
i=1
p%0 , #(Xi , Yi), (2.2)
over [m, M]_H for H the probability distributions on R. Similarly let
(:^0 , #^0) maximize the function
(:, #) [ `
n
i=1
p:, ;0 , #(Xi , Yi), (2.3)
The proof of the following theorem is similar to the proof of the preceding
theorem and omitted.
Theorem 2.2. Assume that the sequence of distributions ’ n=n&1 ni=1 ’j
satisfies  |z| 2+$ d’ n(z)=O(1) for some $>0. Then _^n, 00 w
P _0 and
d(’^n, 00 , ’ n) w
P 0 under (%0 , _0 , ’1 , ’2 , ...) for d a distance that generates the
weak topology. Similarly, _^n, 0 w
P _0 and d(’^n, 0 , ’ n) w
P 0.
A final result on consistency that is useful in the proof of Theorem 1.2
concerns the consistency of the mean of our estimator for ’ n . This is also
of independent interest.
Theorem 2.3. Assume that the sequence of distributions ’ n=
n&1 ni=1 ’j satisfies  |z|
2+$ d’ n(z)=O(1) for some $>0. Then the dif-
ferences between  z d’^n, 00(z),  z d’^n, 0(z),  z d’ n(z), and  z d’(z) converge
to zero in probability under the model (%0 , _0 , ’1 , ’2 , ...).
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Proof. We give the proof for ’^, the other cases being similar. Inspection
of the likelihood shows that our estimator ’^ maximizes
’ [ `
n
i=1
| ,((Ti&z)_^(1+; 2)&12) d’(z), (2.4)
for Ti=(Xi+; (Yi&:^))(1+; 2). Define submodels
d’^t=(1+(z&’^z)) d’^,
’^t(B)=’^(B&t).
For fixed ’^ these are well defined for t sufficiently close to zero. (Remem-
ber that ’^ is discrete.) Inserting these submodels in the likelihood and
differentiating with respect to t at t=0 we obtain the equations
Pn
 (z&’^z) ,((Ti&z)_^(1+; 2)&12) d’^(z)
 ,((Ti&z)_^(1+; 2)&12) d’^(z)
=0,
Pn
 (Ti&z) ,((Ti&z)_^(1+; 2)&12) d’^(z)
 ,((Ti&z)_^(1+; 2)&12) d’^(z)
=0.
Here Pn is the empirical measure of T1 , ..., Tn . It follows that
’^z=n&1 ni=1 Ti . The result follows by inserting the defining equations for
Xi and Yi and applying the law of large numbers. K
3. LEAST FAVORABLE SUBMODELS
The proofs of both Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 are based on differen-
tiating the log (mixture) likelihood along a least favorable submodel. Given
a distribution ’ on R and pairs %=(:, ;) and t=(a, b) define, with
}b=b(1+b2)&1,
’% (t, ’)(B)=’(B(1+(b&;) }b))&1+(:&a) }b).
For |b&;| }b<1 this defines a probability distribution on R. Thus
we obtain a submodel % [ ’% (t, ’) that passes through ’ at %=t. The
gradient (vector of partial derivatives) of the function the function
log p%, _, ’%(t, ’)(x, y) with respect to % can be found by inserting the path ’%
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in the mixture density, a change of variables, and straightforward calcula-
tions. Evaluating the gradient at %=t we obtain
l t, #(x, y) :=

%
log p%, _, ’%(t, ’)(x, y) |%=t
=
&bx+t&a
_2(1+b2)
| \1z+ , \
x&z
_ + , \
y&a&bz
_ +
1
_2
d’(z)
| , \x&z_ + , \
y&a&bz
_ +
1
_2
d’(z)
. (3.1)
This is well known to be the efficient score function for % (the score func-
tion minus its projection on the linear span of the nuisance scores) for the
mixture version of the model at (%, #). See, e.g., Bickel, Klaassen, Ritov,
and Wellner (1993, pages 135139) or Van der Vaart (1995, Section 5). In
this sense the submodel % [ ’# (t, ’) is least favorable at (t, #) for estimat-
ing %. Note that _ does not play a role in this submodel: the parameters
% and _ are orthogonal in the sense that efficient estimators for % and _ are
asymptotically independent. The asymptotic covariance matrix of the best
estimators of % in the mixture model (which include the maximum
likelihood estimators by Theorem 1.1) is the inverse of the efficient infor-
mation matrix
I %, #=E%, # l %, #(X, Y ) l %, #(X, Y )$. (3.2)
It can also be checked that (3.1) gives the ‘‘conditional score function’’
(Lindsay, 1983a) defined as (with l4 %, # the partial derivative with respect to
% of the log mixture density)
l %, #(X, Y )=l4 %, #(X, Y )&E# (l4 %, #(X, Y ) | X+(Y&:) ;).
Note that X+(Y&:) ; is a sufficient statistic for the nuisance parameters
’1 , ’2 , ..., which, however, depends on the parameter of interest. An impor-
tant property, which may be checked using the fact that &;X+Y&: is
independent from X+;(Y&:), is that
E%, # l %, #$(X, Y )=0, every %, #, #$. (3.3)
Thus the efficient score function yields an estimation equation for % that is
unbiased in the nuisance parameter: using the methods of this paper the
equation  l %, #(Xi , Yi)=0 can be shown to give an asymptotically normal
estimator for %, for any choice of #, even random choices. Choosing a ran-
dom sequence #n that converges to #0 we obtain an efficient estimator
for %. As we shall now show Theorem 1.1 corresponds to choosing the
maximum likelihood estimator for #.
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Denote the empirical measure of the observations by Pn and write taking
expectations in the operator notion; thus Pn f (X, Y )=n&1 ni=1 f (Xi , Yi).
Since the estimator % maximizes the function
% [ `
n
i=1
p%, _^, ’%(% , ’^)(xi , yi)
(note that ’% (% , ’^)=’^), we can conclude that
Pn l % , #^(X, Y )=0. (3.4)
This ‘‘efficient score equation’’ combined with the unbiasedness (3.3) is the
basis of our proof of asymptotic normality of % . This is carried out by
linearizing the efficient score equation in % &%, keeping #^ fixed. The terms
in the linearization, which are sums of functions dependent on #^ evaluated
at the observations, are controlled by using a uniform central limit theorem
for empirical processes.
Let #^00 be the maximum likelihood estimator of # in the mixture model
under the hypothesis that %=%0 , i.e., the maximizer of (2.2) over [m, M]
times the probability distributions on R. Then the likelihood ratio statistic
for testing H0 : %=%0 can be ‘‘sandwiched’’ in the following manner:
2n Pn log
p% , _^00 , ’% (%0 , ’^00)
p%0 , _^00 , ’^00
Ln(%0)2n Pn log
p% , _^, ’^
p%0 , _^, ’%0(% , ’^)
. (3.5)
The proof of the second assertion in Theorem 1.2 is based on two-term
Taylor expansions in % &%0 of the left and right sides, again keeping the
other estimators fixed. Since in the left side we can write ’^00=’%0(%0 , ’^00),
and in the right side ’^=’% (% , ’^), these are ordinary Taylor expansions
along (two-dimensional) least favorable models. Both sides are shown to
converge to a chi-squared distribution. For a nontechnical motivation of
this method of proof we refer to Murphy and Van der Vaart (1995).
The proof of the first assertion of Theorem 1.2 is based on a ‘‘sandwich’’
approach as well. In this case we use a least favorable submodel for ; only,
which should include a perturbation in both the : and ’ space. If the
efficient score for : and ; jointly is written in the form l %, #=(l %, # | : , l %, # | ;),
then the efficient score function for ; in the presence of (:, #) can be found
as
l %, # | ;&
(I %, #)1, 2
(I %, #)1, 1
l %, # | :=l %, # | ;&| z d’(z) l %, # | : . (3.6)
For :=a this is the score function at ;=b of the submodel indexed by
the parameters ; [ (%, #); (t, #) :=(:;(t), ;, _, ’:;(t), ;(t, ’)) with :;(t)=
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a+(b&;)  z d’ (where t=(a, b) and ’# (t, ’) are as before). Thus this sub-
model is least favourable and motivates the sandwich
2n Pn log
p(%, #); (:^0 , ;0 , _^0 , ’^0)
p:^0 , ;0 , _^0 , ’^0
Kn(;0)2n Pn log
p% , _^, ’^
p(%, #);0 (% , #^)
. (3.7)
We next proceed by a two-term Taylor expansion in the one-dimensional
parameter ; &;0 , noting that (:^0 , ;0 , _^0 , ’^0)=(%, #);0 (:^0 , ;0 , _^0 , ’^0) and
(% , _^, ’^)=(%, #); (% , #^).
The technical details of the program outlined in the preceding
paragraphs are not trivial, because of the presence of estimators for the
nuisance parameters # and #0 . In both proofs the expansions contain ran-
dom terms of the form Pn l( } | % , #~ ) for deterministic functions l(x, y | %, #)
and estimators (% , #~ ) depending on all the data. The following propositions
are used to control these expressions.
The propositions are stated for independent random elements X1 , ..., Xn
in an arbitrary measurable space (X, A) and arbitrary collections F of
measurable functions f : X [ R. The function F is a measurable envelope
function of the class F : | f |F for every f # F. The Lr(P)-bracketing
number NI(=, F, Lr(P)) is defined as the minimal number of pairs of func-
tions [l, u] such that P(u&l )r=r and every f # F is contained in some
bracket: l f u for some pair [l, u].
Proposition 3.1. Let X1 , ..., Xn be independent random elements with
distributions P1 , ..., Pn . For P n=n&1 ni=1 Pi suppose
sup
n
NI(=, F, L1(P n))<, every =>0
P n F=O(1), P nF[F=n]  0, every =>0.
Then the sequence supf # F |n&1 ni=1 ( f (Xi)&Pi f )| converges in outer-
probability to zero.
Proof. By the moment assumptions on the envelope function F the
sequence (Pn&P n) fn converges to zero in probability for every sequence
of measurable functions fn with | fn |F. If ln f un , then (Pn&P n) f 
(Pn&P n) un+P n(un&ln). For every fixed n choose a minimal number of
brackets [ln, i , un, i] of size = in L1 (P n) that cover F. By assumption the
number of brackets is uniformly bounded in n. Thus
sup
f
(Pn&P n) fsup
i
|(Pn&P n) un, i |+=,
where the number of terms in the supremum on the right is uniformly
bounded in n. The bracketing functions un can be chosen to satisfy |un |F.
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Conclude that the right side of the display converges in probability to =.
This being true for every =>0, and a similar argument applied with the
lower bracketing functions, yields the proposition. K
Proposition 3.2. Let X1 , ..., Xn be independent random elements with
distributions Pl , ..., Pn . For P n=n&1 ni=1 Pi and an arbitrary probability
measure P0 suppose
|
$n
0
- log NI(=, F, L2(P n)) d=  0, every $n a 0.
P nF 2=O(1), P nF 2[F=- n]  0, every =>0.
sup
f, g # F
|(P n&P0)( f &g)2|  0.
Then the sequence [n&l2 ni=1 ( f (Xi)&Pi f ) : f # F] converges in distribu-
tion in the space l (F) to a tight Brownian P0 -bridge.
Proof. This follows along the lines of Andersen, Gine , Ossiander, and
Zinn (1987), or alternatively and more directly from Theorem 2.11.9 of
Van der Vaart and Wellner (1996). Note that F is totally bounded in
L2(P0) for every =>0 by the first and third conditions: by the first the
sequence NI(=, F, L2(P n)) is bounded in n for every =>0; by the third its
lim sup is a bound for the covering numbers of F under P0 . K
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
Let E0 denote expectation under the true parameters (%0 , _0 , ’1 , ’2 , ...)
and let P0, ’ denote expectation under the mixture distribution with
parameters (%0 , _0 , ’). Define an R2-valued stochastic process indexed by
the parameters (%, #) by
Gn(%, #)=
1
- n
:
n
i=1
(l %, #(Xi , Yi)&E0 l %, #(Xi , Yi)). (4.1)
By Lemma 7.3 there exists a neighbourhood U of (%0 , _0 , ’0) for the
product of the Euclidean and weak topology, such that the set F of all
functions l %, _, ’ | : , l %, _, ’ | ; with (%, _, ’) ranging over this neighbourhood
satisfies, for every V1: and 0<:1, and $>0
log NI(=, F, L2(P0, ’ n))C \1=+
V
(P0, ’ n(1+|x|+| y| )
5+$+2:+2V )V2.
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For V close to 2, $ close to zero, and :> 12 close to
1
2 the right-hand side
is finite and bounded in n by the assumption that the 7+$-moment of ’ n
is bounded. Furthermore, by Lemma 7.1 the class F has envelope function
F(x, y)=(1+|x|+| y| )2. It follows that F satisfies the first two conditions
of Proposition 3.2. The third condition of this proposition concerns the
expressions
| _| &l %, #&l %$, #$ &2 p%0 , _0( } | z) d*2& d(’ n&’0)(z).
Here write p%, _(x, y | z) for the bivariate Gaussian density of (X, Y ) given
Z=z. The functions in square brackets can be bounded by
|| 4F 2p%0 , _0( } | z) d*21+|z| 4.
Their derivatives with respect to z can be bounded similarly by a multiple
of 1+|z| 5. It now follows by Lemma 7.4 that F satisfies also the third con-
dition of Proposition 3.2.
Thus the process Gn converges in distribution in the space l (U, R2) to
a tight Gaussian process, that can be identified with a P0, ’0-Brownian
bridge process. The sample paths of the limit process are uniformly con-
tinuous with respect to the semimetric with square
d 2((%, #), (%$, #$))=|| &l %, #&l %$, #$&2 p%0 , _0( } | z) d*2 d’0(z).
By the dominated convergence theorem and Theorem 2.1 the distance
between (% , #^) and (%0 , #0) converges to zero in probability. Conclude that
Gn(% , #^)&Gn(%0 , #0) w
P 0.
In view of the efficient score equation (3.4) and the unbiasedness (3.3) of
the efficient score functions this is equivalent to
1
- n
:
n
i=1
l %0 , #0(Xi , Yi)+- n | l % , #^( p%0 , _0 , ’ n&p% , _0 , ’ n) d*2 wP 0.
The final step is to linearize the integral in % &%0 . More precisely, the
theorem follows if it can be shown that
| l % , #^[ p% , _0 , ’ n&p%0 , _0 , ’ n&(% &%0)$ l4 %0 , _0 , ’ n p%0 , _0 , ’ n] d*2=oP(&% &%0 &),
| l % , #^ l4 $%0 , _0 , ’ n p%0 , _0 , ’ n p%0 , _0 , ’ n d*2=I %0 , _0 , ’0+oP(1).
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This follows by standard arguments, where for the second line we note that
the inner product of the efficient score function with the ordinary score
function for % equals the efficient information matrix by the projection
property of an efficient score function.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
We shall derive the limit distribution of the sequence Ln(%0). The
arguments for the sequence Kn(;0) are similar and easier.
Assume without loss of generality that the sequence ’ n converges weakly
to a limit ’0 ; otherwise argue along subsequences. It suffices to show that
both the left and the right side of (3.5) converge in distribution to a chi-
squared distribution with two degrees of freedom. We show this by expand-
ing the left side in a two-term Taylor expansion in % &%0 around %0 and,
similarly, the right side around % . In the expansion of the right side the
linear term vanishes in view of the efficient score equation (3.4) and it suf-
fices to consider the quadratic term. In the expansion of the left side both
the linear term and the quadratic term contribute to the limit distribution.
We shall only give the details for this side, the details for the right side
being simpler.
The expansion of the left side of (3.5) takes the form
2(% &%0)$ nPn

%
log p%, _^00 , ’%(%0 , ’^00) |%=%0
+(% &%0)$ nPn
2
%2
log p%, _^00 , ’%(%0 , ’^00) |%=% (% &%0), (5.1)
for a point a between % and % . By construction of the least favorable sub-
model the linear term equals
2 - n (% &%0)$ - n Pn l %0 , #^00=2 - n (% &%0)$ Gn(%0 , #^00),
with Gn as defined by (4.1) in the proof of Theorem 1.1, in view of the
unbiasedness (3.3). According to the proof of Theorem 1.1 this can be
further rewritten as
2(I &1%0 , #0 Gn(%0 , #0)+oP(1))$ (Gn(%0 , #0)+oP(1)). (5.2)
The second order term in (5.l) is a quadratic form in - n (% n&%0) with
matrix of coefficients
Pn \
2%2 p%, _^00 , ’%(%0 , ’^00)
p%, _^00 , ’%(%0 , ’^00) +%=% &Pn l % , #^00 l $% , #^00 . (5.3)
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We show that the first term on the right converges in probability to zero
and the second term to &I %0 , ’0 .
The (2, 2)-elements of the matrix l %, # l $%, # involve the functions
\&;X+Y&:_2(1+;)2 +
2
\ zp%, _(x, y | z) d’(z) p%, _(x, y | z) d’(z) +
2
.
By Lemma 7.3 there exists a neighbourhood of (%0 , #0) such that the class
F of all such functions with (%, #) ranging over this neighbourhood has
bracketing numbers satisfying
log NI(=, F, L1(P0, ’ n))\1=+
V
(P0, ’ n(1+|x|+| y| )
5+:+1V+$)V.
The right side is bounded in n for, e.g., :=V=1, whence F satisfies the
first condition of Proposition 3.1. By Lemma 7.1 the class F has envelope
function (1+|x|+| y| )4, so that F satisfies the second condition as well. In
view of Theorem 2.2 and similar arguments applied to the other elements
of the matrix l %, # l $%, # we obtain
(Pn&P0, ’ n) l % , #^00 l $% , #^00 w
P 0.
Apply the dominated convergence theorem to conclude that
Pnl % , #^00 l $% , #^00 w
P I %0 , #0 .
This concludes the proof of convergence of the second term in (5.3).
By explicit calculations the first term in (5.3) can be seen to involve func-
tions of the type in Lemma 7.3 with k0+ iki6. Thus we can apply
again Proposition 3.1 and next the dominated convergence theorem to
show that this term converges to zero. This concludes the proof of (5.3).
Finally combine (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3) to see that the left side of (3.5) is
asymptotically equivalent to Gn(%0 , #0)$ I &1%0 , #0Gn(%0 , #0). This sequence is
asymptotically chi-squared with two degrees of freedom.
6. EFFICIENCY
In this section we discuss the asymptotic efficiency of our estimator and
test statistics and compare our proposals to the standard procedures. We
are particularly interested in efficiency under the incidental version of
model, but throughout the section we assume the more general model
parametrized by (:, ;, _, ’1 , ’2 , ...) as given in the introduction. For sim-
plicity we shall concentrate on the slope parameter ; alone. Our estimator
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for the intercept : gives no improvement over the usual procedures. We
conjecture that similar results are valid for our estimator for _. However
the results of this paper do not even show that our estimator for _ con-
verges at - n-rate. This remains to be investigated.
6.1. Estimating the Slope
The standard procedure for estimating the slope parameter ;, which we
shall denote by ; LS , can be described in (at least) three different ways.
First, it is the ;-component of the maximum likelihood estimator for the
parameter (:, ;, _, z1 , ..., zn) in the functional version of the model, found
by maximizing
`
n
i=1
1
_
, \Xi&zi_ +
1
_
, \Yi&:&;i_ + .
Second ; LS is the ;-component of the maximum likelihood estimator for
the parameter (:, ;, _, ’) in the mixture model restricted by the a-priori
knowledge that the mixing distribution ’ belongs to the normal location
scale family. In this case the observations have a bivariate Gaussian dis-
tribution depending on five unknown parameters: :, ;, _ and the location
and scale of the mixing distribution. Third, and motivating our notation,
; LS is the ;-component of the least squares estimator for (:, ;) found by
minimizing
:
n
i=1
(Yi&:&;Xi)2
1+;2
.
This is the sum of the squared (true and not vertical) distances of the
points (Xi , Yi) to the line
\0:++z \
1
;+ .
For a discussion of these characterizations; see, e.g., Kendall and Stuart
(1979, Chap. 29), Fuller (1987, Chap. 1), or Gleser (1981). From any of the
three characterizations ; LS can be solved explicitly to give
; LS=
S 2Y&S
2
X+- (S 2Y&S 2X)2+4S 2XY
2SXY
,
where S 2X , S
2
Y , and SXY are the sample variances and covariances of
the vectors (X1 , Y1), ..., (Xn , Yn). The limit distribution of ; LS can easily be
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obtained from this formula by means of the delta method. Under our
model as described in Section 1 under the conditions that ’ n ^ ’0 and
 z2+$ d’ n(z)=O(1) for some $>0, we have
- n(; LS&;) ^ N \0, _
2(1+;2)
var ’0
+
_4
var2 ’0+ . (6.1)
(The conditions on the second plus delta moments and the convergence
of ’ n could be relaxed, but are certainly satisfied in the context of
Theorem 1.1.) Theorem 4.2 in Gleser (1981) and Theorem 1.3.1 in Fuller
(1989) imply this result for the incidental version of the model and the
model with ’ Gaussian, respectively.
We wish to compare the asymptotic variance of ; LS to the asymptotic
variance of our estimator, which is given by the (2, 2)-element of the
inverse of the matrix I%, _, ’0 given in (3.2). Alternatively (I
&1
%, _, ’0)2, 2 is the
inverse of the second moment of the efficient influence function for ; given
in (3.6), with ’=’0 , computed relatively to the mixture model with ’0 .
A number of qualitative comparisons are possible without calculations.
First, since ; LS is the maximum likelihood estimator in the mixture model
restricted by the a-priori knowledge that ’ is Gaussian, it follows that the
asymptotic variance of ; LS is not larger than that of our estimator ; for ’0
a normal distribution. Second, that the variances are actually equal in this
case follows from the fact that the least favourable model in Section 3 is a
location-scale model. Thus for ’0 Gaussian, the least favourable submodel
remains within the Gaussian family. Since our estimator is efficient in the
least favourable model, its asymptotic variance is least possible for ’0
Gaussian, hence equals the asymptotic variance of ; LS . This was already
noted by Bicker and Ritov (1987). Third, the asymptotic variance of our
proposal is never larger than the asymptotic variance of the usual
estimator. The distributional result (6.1) can be extended to the assertion
that the sequence - n(; LS&;&h- n) has the same normal limit distri-
bution in the mixture model under every sequence of parameters
(:+g- n, ;+h- n, _+#- n, ’n) such that for some function k,
| [- n(d’12n &d’120 )& 12k d’120 ]2  0. (6.2)
(Under these conditions we have local asymptotic normality. See, e.g.,
Theorem 5.13 and its proof in Van der Vaart (1988).) Thus the sequence
; LS is regular in the mixture model at (%, ;, _, ’0), so that its asymptotic
variance cannot be smaller than the inverse of the efficient information
for ;, by the convolution theorem (cf. Begun, Hall, Huang, Wellner, 1983)
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The following theorem asserts strict improvement of our estimator when-
ever ’0 is not normal.
Theorem 6.1. For any %, _ and ’0 we have
(I &1%, _, ’0)2, 2
_2(1+;2)
var ’0
+
_4
var2 ’0
, (6.3)
with equality if and only if ’0 is a normal distribution.
Proof. By the delta method the least squares estimator can be shown to
be asymptotically linear under (%, _, ’1 , ’2 , ...) in the sense that
- n (; LS&;)=n&12 :
n
i=1
lLS (Xi , Yi)+oP(1),
for the ‘‘asymptotic influence function’’ lLS given by
lLS (x, y)=
1
(1+;2) var ’0
[&;((x&EX )2&var X )
+;(( y&EY )2&var Y )
+(1&;2)((x&EX )( y&EY )&cov(X, Y ))].
Here the expectations and covariances are computed for (X, Y ) distributed
according to the mixture model with parameters (%, _, ’0). Equality in (6.3)
would mean that the least squares estimator is asymptotically efficient in
the mixture model at (%, _, ’0). Since it is regular in the sense of Ha jek, the
convolution theorem would show that its asymptotic influence function
coincides almost surely with the efficient influence function for ; given in
(3.6), relative to the mixture model. This means that the function
(&;x+y&:) \|
z, \x&z_ + , \
y&:&;z
_ +
1
_2
d’0(z)
| , \x&z_ + , \
y&:&;z
_ +
1
_2
d’0(z)
&| z d’0+
is almost surely equal to a polynomial in (x, y) of degree at most 2. By
continuity we have equality for all (x, y). Setting y equal to : we conclude
that the function
_&2  zezx_2e&(12) z2(1+;2)_2 d’0(z)
 ezx_2e&(12) z2(1+;2)_2 d’0(z)
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is a polynomial of degree 1 in x. Integrate with respect to x to conclude
that there exist constants a, b, and c such that for every x # R,
| ezxe&(12) z2(1+;2)_2 d’0(z)=eax2+bx+c.
The left side is the Laplace transform of the measure + with density
e&(12) z2(1+;2)_2 with respect to ’0 . It is finite for all x # R, hence analytic
in x # C. By analytic continuation the identity remains true for x # C.
Set x=it to see that + has characteristic function exp(&at2+bit+c).
Conclude that a0 and that + is a Gaussian measure. So is ’0 . K
The preceding theorem is encouraging, since it shows that the usual
estimator sequence can be improved globally, at least under the condition of
Theorem 1.1 that  z7+$ d’ n(z) remains bounded. It does not show the size
of the improvement. Since it does not seem feasible to evaluate the relative
efficiency analytically (except for Gaussian ’0), we estimated the relative
efficiency for ; by a combination of an explicit and a Monte Carlo integra-
tion. Table I shows that the gain may be between 0 and 200 for a variety
of design distributions and depending on the error variance _2. (Somewhat
disappointingly the gain in the case of a uniform design appears less than
100.) The gain in efficiency in the incidental model is perhaps a surprising
fact. For a discussion in a similar situation from an empirical Bayes
perspective, see Lindsay (1985).
6.2. Testing the Slope
The most popular procedure to test the hypothesis H0 : ;=;0 appears
to be the test suggested by Creasy (1956). It is based on the sample
TABLE I
Asymptotic Relative Efficiencies of the Least Squares Estimator for the
Slope Relative to ; for Some Distributions and Values of ;
’0 exp(1) exp(1) exp(1) exp(1) D1 D2 D2 D3 D3
; 1 1 0 0.5 1 1 1 1 1
_ 1 2 2 0.5 1 1 2 1 4
ARE 91 79 79 95 92 97 93 99 97
Note. The distribution ’0 is the limit of the sequence ’ n . The distribu-
tions coded D1 , D2 , and D3 are the discrete distributions with masses 12 ,
1
2
on [1, 2], masses 1018, 118, ..., 118 on [0, 2, 3, ..., 9], and masses
110, ..., 110 on [1, ..., 10], respectively. (The numbers are based on
Monte-Carlo integration of the efficient score function using 1,000,000
samples.)
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correlation coefficient rn=rn(;0) of the vectors (V1 , W1), ..., (Vn , Wn)
defined by
Vi=Xi+;0Yi ; Wi=Yi&;0Xi .
The null hypothesis is rejected for large values of |rn(;0)|. Under the null
hypothesis the statistic rn(;0) possesses the same distribution as the sample
correlation of n vectors from a bivariate standard normal distribution.
Thus the procedure can be exact in the sense that the critical value of the
test can be chosen such that the level is exactly equal to a given nominal
value :. A disadvantage of the test is that it is really testing the hypothesis
that the correlation between V and W is zero and this is equivalent to the
hypothesis H$0 : ;=;0 or ;=&1;0 , rather than H0 : ;=;0 , in the case
that ;0 {0. (Note that cov;(Vi , Wi)=(1+;0)(;&;0) var ’i .) Similarly,
since |rn(;0)|=|rn(&1;0)|, a confidence interval based on Creasy’s test will
contain the value &1;0 whenever it contains ;0 . Several approaches have
been suggested to remedy this situation. See, e.g., Fuller (1987, Section 1.3.4),
Kendall and Stuart (1979), or Zhang (1994). From an asymptotic perspective
the problem is negligible, for the confidence set could just be intersected with
an interval (; &$, ; +$) for any consistent estimator ; and $>0.
The asymptotic power of the test based on rn can be investigated using
the delta method. Define functions
,n(;)=
(1+;;0)(;&;0) var ’ n
- (1+;0 ;)2 var ’ n+(1+;20) _2 - (;&;0)2 var ’ n+_2(1+;20)
.
Then the sequence - n (rn(;0)&,n(;)) converges to a mean zero normal
distribution under every sequence of parameters (:, ;, _, ’1 , ’2 , ...) such
that  |z| 4 d’ n(z)=O(1) and ’ n ^ ’0 . For ;=;0 its asymptotic variance is
equal to one and the convergence is uniform and continuous in ; ranging
through a neighbourhood of ;0 . It follows that the test that rejects the null
hypothesis if |rn(;0)|>/21, : possesses asymptotic level :. Its asymptotic
power under the sequence of alternatives ;n=;0+h- n equals
P;n( |rn(;0)|
2>/21, :)  P(N(sh, 1)
2>/21, :),
where s=lim - n (,n(;n)&,n(;0)) is the ‘‘slope of the test’’ and has square
s2=
var2 ’0
_2(1+;20) var ’0+_
4 .
The relative efficiency (in the sense of Pitman) of two sequences of tests
with an asymptotic power of the form as given can be defined as the
squared quotient of the slopes of the tests.
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One competitor of the test based on rn is the likelihood ratio test in the
incidental version of the model. Two times this log-likelihood ratio statistic
takes the form
2 log
sup
:, ;, _, z1, ..., zn
`
n
i=1
1
_2
, \Xi&zi_ + , \
Yi&:&;zi
_ +
sup
:, _, z1, ..., zn
`
n
i=1
1
_2
, \Xi&zi_ + , \
Yi&:&;0zi
_ +
=&2n log
min;(;2S 2X&2;SXY+S
2
Y)(1+;
2)
(;20 S
2
X&2;0SXY+S
2
Y)(1+;
2
0)
.
(Cf. Zhang, 1994.) The minimum in the numerator is taken for the least
squares estimator ; LS . By standard arguments the likelihood ratio statistic
can be expanded and be shown to be asymptotically equivalent to
n(; LS&;0)2{2,
for {2 the asymptotic variance under ;=;0 of ; LS given in (6.1) with
;=;0 . It follows that the likelihood ratio statistic is asymptotically chi-
squared with one degree of freedom under the null hypothesis, as usual.
Furthermore, the asymptotic slope of the test that rejects the null
hypothesis for values of the log likelihood statistics bigger than /21, : is
equal to {&1. Inspection of the formulas shows that {&1 and s are identical,
so that Creasy’s test and the likelihood ratio test are asymptotically equiv-
alent. (Zhang, 1994, shows an interesting nonasymptotic connection
between the two tests: the likelihood ratio test conditioned on the variables
ni=1 (X
2
i +Y
2
i ), V1 , ..., Vn , W n is exactly the test based on rn . The condi-
tioning removes the dependence of the distribution of the likelihood ratio
on the nuisance parameters :, _, z1 , z2 , ....)
Finally, consider the test based on the log likelihood ratio Kn(;0) defined
in Section 1. According to Theorem 1.2 the sequence Kn(;0) is asymptoti-
cally chi-squared with one degree of freedom under the null hypothesis.
Inspection of the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 shows that
Kn(;0)=n(; &;0)2 (I &1%, _, ’0)
&1
2, 2+oP(1),
for ; the estimator of the slope suggested in this paper. Thus the squared
slope of the test based on Kn(;0) is equal to (I &1%, _, ’0)
&1
2, 2
We conclude that the relative efficiency of the usual test and the test
based on Kn(;0) is equal to
(I &1%, _, ’0)2, 2 \_
2(1+;20)
var ’0
+
_4
var2 ’0+
&1
.
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Hence the situation for testing ; is exactly the same as the situation for
estimating ;; in view of Theorem 6.1 the test, based on Kn(;0), is strictly
more efficient than Creasy’s test or the likelihood ratio test, unless ’0 is
Gaussian. Table I gives some insight in the relative efficiencies.
7. SOME TECHNICAL LEMMAS
Lemma 7.1. For every probability measure ’0 on R and compact set
K/(0, ) there exists a neighbourhood U of ’0 in the weak topology such
that
sup
’ # U, c # K
 |z| j ezse&cz2 d’(z)
 ezse&cz2 d’(z)
C(1+|s| ) j,
for all s # R and a constant C depending on j, U, ’0 and K only.
Proof. It suffices to show that the functions
hc, ’(s)=
0 z
jezse&cz2 d’(z)
 ezse&cz2 d’(z)
,
0& |z|
j ezse&cz2 d’(z)
 ezse&cz2 d’(z)
both can be bounded appropriately. We shall give the proof for the first;
the second can be handled similarly.
Since the function z [ z j1[z>0] is nondecreasing on R, the functions
hc, ’ are nondecreasing in s. For s1 they can be bounded by their value
at 1
0 z
jeze&cz2 d’(z)
 eze&cz2 d’(z)

0& z
jeze&c0z2 d’0(z)
 eze&c0z2 d’0(z)
,
as (c, ’) converges to (c0 , ’0) with c0>0.
Choose z00 such that ’0(z0 , )>0. For s>1 and zr=
(4sc) 6 - &2z0sc we have
zs&cz2=zs& 12 cz
2& 12 cz
2&zs+z0s&z+z0s.
Therefore, the function hc, ’ can for s>1 be bounded by
r j+

r z
je&z d’(z)
 e(z&z0)se&cz2 d’(z)
.
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For c close to c0 and ’ sufficiently close to ’0 there exists a constant L
(depending on c0 and z0) such that this is bounded by
L(1+|s| j)+
0 z
je&z d’0(z)
z0 e
&c0z2 d’0(z)
+1.
Conclude that for every c0 there exist open neighbourhoods V of c0 and U
of ’0 and a constant C such that hc, ’(s)C(1+|s| ) j for every s and every
’ # U and c # V. The compact K is covered by the neighbourhoods V as c0
ranges over K. For a finite subcover K/i Vi take C=sup i Ci to satisfy
the requirements of the lemma. K
Lemma 7.2. Let 0<:1 and k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 be given integers. For every
probability distribution ’0 on R and compact K/(0, ) there exists a
neighbourhood U of ’0 in the weak topology such that the class F of all
functions
s [ `
4
i=1 \
 ziezse&cz2 d’(z)
 ezse&cz2 d’(z) +
ki
,
with ’ ranging over U and c ranging over K, satisfies
log N I(=, F, Lr(Q))
C \1=+
V
\ :

j=&
[(1+| j |i iki r+:r) Q( j, j+1]]V(V+r)+
(V+r)r
,
for every r1 and V1: and measure Q on R, and a constant C depending
only on ’0 , U, :, V, r, K and k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 .
Proof. Write hc, ’(s) for the function in the display. In view of the
preceding lemma we can find a neighbourhood U and a constant C1 such
that
|hc, ’(s)|C1(1+|s| ) iki
|h$c, ’(s)|C1(1+|s| )1+ iki.
It follows that the restrictions of the functions hc, ’ to the interval ( j, j+1]
are uniformly bounded by a multiple of 1+| j | iki and Lipschitz of order
: with Lipschitz constant 1+| j | iki+:. The lemma now follows from
Theorem 2.1 of Van der Vaart (1994). K
Lemma 7.3. Let 0<:1 and k0 , k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 be given integers. For
every probability distribution ’0 on R and compact K/(0, ) there exists an
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open neighbourhood U of ’0 in the weak topology such that the class F of
all functions
(x, y) [ (a0+a1x+a2y)k0 `
4
i=1 \
 ziez(b0+b1x+b2y)e&cz2 d’(z)
 ez(b0+b1x+b2y)e&cz2 d’(z) +
ki
,
with ’ ranging over U, c ranging over K and a and b ranging over compacta
in R3, satisfies
log NI(=, F, Lr(P))C \1=+
V
(P(1+|x|+| y| )r i iki+:r+(V+r)V+k0r+$)Vr,
for every r1 and V1: and measure P on R2 and $>0 and a constant
C depending only on ’0 , U, :, V, r, the compacta, $ and k0 , k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 .
Proof. Let U be the neighbourhood of the preceding lemma. Let Fa, b
be the class of functions with a and b fixed and only ’ and c varying. Set
f (x, y)=(a0+a1 x+a2y)k0 and let hc, ’(s) be as in the preceding lemma.
A bracket [l, u] for hc, ’ yields a bracket
[ f +(x, y) l(b0+b1 x+b2 y)& f &(x, y) u(b0+b1x+b2y),
f +(x, y) u(b0+b1x+b2y)& f &(x, y) l(b0+b1x+b2y)]
for the function f (x, y) hc, ’(b0+b1x+b2y). Its size in Lr(P) is equal to the
size of the bracket [l, u] in Lr(Q) for the measure Q defined by
Q(B)=| 1B(b0+b1 x+b2 y) | f | r (x, y) dP(x, y).
It follows that the bracketing numbers of the class Fa, b in Lr(P) are
bounded by the bracketing numbers of the class of functions hc, ’ in Lr(Q).
By Markov’s inequality
Q( j, j+1]
Q |s| p
| j | p
=
P |b0+b1 x+b2 y| p |a0+a1x+a2 y|k0r
| j | p
.
Choose ( p&r( iki+:)) V(V+r)>1 and apply the preceding lemma to
obtain the bound of the lemma on the bracketing numbers of the class Fa, b
for every fixed (a, b), where the constant C can be chosen independently
of (a, b).
In view of Lemma 1 the partial derivatives of the functions in Fa, b
with respect to a and b are bounded by a multiple of the function
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(1+|x|+| y| )k0+2+ iki and the functions themselves are bounded by
(1+|x|+| y| )k0+ iki. Conclude that for any (a, b) and (a$, b$)
| ga, b&ga$, b$ |&(a, b)&(a$, b$)&; G,
for any 0<;1 and the function G defined by
G(x, y)=(1+|x|+| y| )k0+2;+ iki.
For ;=:2 the Lr(P)-norm of this function is finite, whenever the right
side of the lemma is finite. We can assume this without loss of generality.
Construct brackets over the class F by first choosing an =1;&G&P, r -net
over the set of all (a, b). The number of elements in this net can be chosen
bounded by (C2 =)6; for some constant C2 . Next for every (ai , bi) in this
net choose a minimal number of brackets [1, u] over Fai , bi and finally form
the brackets [l&=G&G&P, r , u+=G&G&P, r]. These brackets cover F and
have size proportional to =. The total number of brackets obtained in this
manner is bounded by
\C2= +
6;
sup
a, b
NI(=, Fa, b , Lr(P)).
The logarithm of this expression is bounded by the right side of the
lemma. K
Lemma 7.4. Suppose that F is a class of functions f : R  R such that
| f | (z)1+|z|k for some k and such that the restrictions of the functions in
F to a fixed interval [&M, M] are equi-continuous for every M. Then
 f d’n   f d’ uniformly in f for every weakly convergent sequence of prob-
ability measures ’n ^ ’ with  |z| k+$ d’n(z)=O(1) for some $>0.
Proof. For every constant M we have
} | f d(’n&’)}supf } |
M
&M
f d(’n&’) }+||z|>M (1+|z|k) d(’n+’)(z).
The lim sup of the second term on the right side can be made arbitrarily
small by choice of M. Since the functions f 1[&M, M] are uniformly bounded
and equicontinuous on a set of ’-probability one whenever &M and
M are continuity points of ’, the first term converges to zero for almost
every M. See, e.g., Dudley (1976) or Van der Vaart and Wellner (1996,
Theorem 1.12.1). K
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